ITALIAN TERM THREE

Congratulazioni a Classe Sei (Year 6) on being the Numero Uno (Number One) for
Term Two. They achieved the most gold ticks on great work, listening and
participation. Signorina Venezia (Miss Venice) visited Year 6 with una sorpresa. Bravi
ragazzi!!!! Signora Lewis is so proud of you.
Pre-Primary are covering work relating to a fun story of "Pinocchio". The story is
called "Ecco Pinocchio" (Here is Pinocchio).
Year One (Classe Una) are learning about 'i colori', ' i numeri', revising language on
the body, songs we have learnt so far, shape of the map of Italia etc.
Year Two (Classe Due) have been working on the story of the cat (il gatto) Micio,
who keeps eating the little boys food. He start off piccolo (small) and ends up
(grande). The children love the story and song.
Year Three (Classe Tre) are doing so well with 'requests'. It is linked up to certain
rewards like a balloon (un pallone) etc and to the foods we have covered especially
from the story "Mangia Mangia" covered last year.
Year Four (Classe Quattro) are working on the story "Giacco e il Fagiolo (Jack and
the bean). A great deal of language is covered especially since it relates to "The
Family "(La Famiglia).

Year Five (Classe Cinque) are revising a great deal of language covered especially
through songs, word searches, crozzles (very much like scrabble) etc. Verbs are
being used and pointed out as we have covered them orally. "About me" is
describing yourself.
Year Six (Classe Sei) are working with much more detail on verbs. For example the
verb "essere" to be. I am (io sono). You can introduce yourself with "Io mi chiamo
Luciana" (My name is Luciana) or "Io sono Luciana" (I am Luciana) with revision work
continually.
From this, we will be going onto our Unit 1 Books.
Grazie (Thank you).

Semester One Bucket-Filler Winners were Manhattan Hawthorn (Pre-Primary), Chloe
Marsh (Year 1), Isaac Greenham (Year 3). They added the most flowers (i fiori) to our
bucket, showing that they have helped their friends, helped Signora Lewis and have
made someone happy. We can be the best we can!!!!!!!!! Congratulazioni a
Manhattan, Chloe e Isaac. Bravi ragazzi!!!!! Signora Lewis is very proud of you all.

